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(3/2) log 3 [723]. (α) [1110]. (A ∨ B) ⇒ C [1133]. (q) [1379]. * [36]. + [666, 1191]. 0 [888, 104, 760, 161, 335, 430, 1164].
0, 1, n – 1 [548]. 1 [880, 133, 162, 760, 1164]. 101 [1254]. 180 [1037]. 2 [1066, 1283, 171, 266, 1179, 583, 1000, 1369].

[628, 228, 1193, 1393, 1394, 700, 517, 1347, 89, 4, 1198, 464, 276, 365, 366]. λ^1 [628]. λβ [829]. log_2 n + O(1) [862]. m [558, 163]. μ [216, 177, 1048, 1237, 407, 1365]. N

[1208, 616, 971]. n + c^{th} [1208]. n + c^{th} [1208]. ≠ [159]. O(n) [971]. O(n^(5/2)) [720]. Ω [756, 217, 745, 940, 847, 592, 90]. P


\( x_0 u_1^i x_1 u_2^j x_2 u_3^k x_3 = y_0 v_1^i y_1 v_2^j y_2 v_3^k y_3 (i = 0, 1, 2) \) [1374]. Z/nZ [1380]. Z^3 [421, 782].

Z_m [1330, 1085]. Z_N [1382].

- [163]. -abstraction [628]. -adjacent [376].
-unification [1344, 1368]. -words [1373]. -writings [1208].

-acceptance [185, 578, 892]. access [958, 950]. according [584]. accumulations [507]. Accuracy [936]. achieve [1307].
algebraically [935]. algebras [406, 758, 1238, 643, 14, 1005, 820, 677, 801, 45, 1299, 1184, 1300, 800]. Algèbres [801].
-algorithme [353]. Algorithms [377]. Algorithmic [310, 717, 18, 466, 1351, 256, 1267, 940, 1148].
Closed-form [1173]. Closing [1053].
Co-NP [261, 159]. coagelbraic [1334].
Coherence [1396]. Coherent [984, 1401].
Coin [436, 723]. Coin-sliding [436].
combinatorics [743, 1261]. combinators [504]. Combinatory [1009, 40].
Communication [1151, 1152, 319, 201, 1306, 1312, 484, 1002, 775, 953, 1214, 653].
commutation [645]. commutations [1364].
commutative [1144, 987, 555]. Commutativity [1067]. commuting [553].
Compact [725, 152, 880, 1285, 1287, 730, 883, 672].
companion [682]. Comparing [464].
comparison [408, 484, 732, 684].
Comparisons [1050, 336]. compatibility [894]. compatible [85]. competitive [968, 1162, 723]. Compilation [146].
compiler [59, 1012, 1250].
Completeness [368, 639, 216, 979, 127, 1370, 1227, 62, 209, 983, 1400, 98, 431, 476, 28, 993, 231, 460].
Completion [214, 137, 149, 876, 734, 83, 519, 272, 446, 362].
completions [1396]. complets [1035].

non-approximability [1372].
Non-commutative [1144, 987].
non-commuting [553]. non-ground [469, 1106]. Non-interleaving [1236].
non-isomorphic [1068]. non-linear [240].
non-monotonic [755]. non-orthogonal [903]. non-returning [1159].
Non-Standard [595]. Non-stochastic [1132]. Non-uniform [1278, 1245].
nonblocking [729]. noncommutative [979, 992]. non-copying [235].
Nondeterminism [218, 631, 1044, 1425, 359, 711].
Nondeterministic [1020, 650, 91, 467, 96, 1408, 61].
nondistinct [296]. Nonholonomic [316].
nonholonomy [318]. nonlinear [108].
nonlinearity [1391]. nonmonotonic [372, 536].
Nonnegative [682]. nonoverlapping [138]. non-primitive [266].
nonreachability [245]. non-recursive [132].
nonregular [1332]. nonreturning [458].
non-subsequences [110]. nontemporal [149].
nonsupersequences [110]. Nonsymmetric [36].
Nontrivial [1354]. nonuniform [1296].
onzero [1155]. Normal [655, 240, 1136].
normalization [1190, 1347, 3, 993, 1403, 1112]. normed [334, 937].
NP-complete [785, 171, 1007, 1035].
NP-completeness [460, 127, 1370].
NP-complets [1035]. NP-hard [1209].
Number [344, 440, 542, 736, 737, 284, 1207, 1171, 609, 331, 1265, 1428, 1303].
numbering [13]. numberings [818].
numbers [1098, 1335, 393, 1292, 1134, 396, 1157, 1170, 655, 225]. numeration [704, 1072, 13, 331, 1072]. numerical [1257, 620].
object-based [193, 50, 198].
object-oriented [227, 50]. Objects.
one-dimensional [819, 1087, 758, 1244, 180, 73, 306, 1142, 1242].
oned-variants [1239]. On-line [532, 1234, 606, 610, 60, 179, 1321, 1162, 408, 394].
oned [69]. one [319, 819, 1087, 371, 584, 707, 856, 1173, 1244, 180, 73, 306, 1142, 1242].
oned-dimensionality [819, 1087, 758, 1244, 180].
oned [1242]. one-step [1142]. one-way [319, 73, 306].
Online [1298]. only [1225, 886, 964, 1280, 452]. Open [836, 1006, 513, 1297].
operation [851, 1234, 1116]. Operational [1181, 1399, 1028, 144, 700, 359].
operations [1020, 274, 1096, 322, 182, 845]. operator [341, 1342, 33, 369].
operators [887, 574].
opfibrations [898]. opponent [1222]. opt [1180].
operators [1324, 953, 954, 1124].
optimally [1307]. optimisation [169].
Optimization [1402, 205, 333, 1146, 147, 807, 561, 340, 1125].
optimized [118]. oracles [323, 768].
Order-sorted [670, 749, 780]. orderable [551]. ordered [1054, 681]. ordering
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